Goldline® Platinum Tape-On Paper-faced Beads and Trims Warranty

Warranty beginning on the date of installation. ClarkDietrich Goldline® Platinum tape-on beads and trims are manufactured to the highest quality standards and are warranted not to edge crack for 30 years, provided the products are installed on a sound structure on a stable foundation using the following industry standard installation practices.

- Gypsum wallboard must be clean and dry, and must be installed as per manufacturer’s recommendations
- The steel backing must completely cover all gaps in the drywall
- A gap of ¼” is left between the base of the bead and the floor
- A full layer of taping compound is applied, and the bead is firmly embedded in the joint compound
- The initial coat of joint compound must be completely dry before subsequent finishing coats are applied

ClarkDietrich Building Systems liability is strictly limited to replacement of product or a refund of the purchase price, at our option. ClarkDietrich Building Systems shall not be liable for incidental and consequential damages, nor for any loss caused by misuse or misapplication of our products. Any claim shall be deemed waived unless made in writing to us within 30 days from when the cracking was or reasonably should have been discovered. All claims must be accompanied by a sales receipt or invoice stating the date of installation.

Exclusions
- Products exposed to water and/or damaged during transit, storage, or installation are excluded from coverage
- Nail-on profiles, L-Trims and Reveals are not covered
- Products not installed to manufacturer’s installation instructions shall not be covered
- Horizontally installed offset inside corners are excluded. This typically includes junctions in vaulted ceilings, or similar applications
- Abuse, improper maintenance, or catastrophic acts of nature

Submittal Data

- Platinum’s patented paper enhances compound, texture and paint adhesion and is resistant to scuffing, fluffing and damages caused by sanding ad drywall knives
- Fewer callbacks for repairs
- Easy to adjust during application to ensure a clean precise corner that is long lasting
- Platinum tape-on trims are easily installed using joint compound so nail popping is not a problem

Goldline® and Goldline® Platinum Patents 5,613,335 and 5,836,122